
 Single info. slide turned in 
(due today, 1/18) 

Finished film is on Public Server Film is looking good! 

Anderson   
 

Bay   
 

Hitchcock 
 

 
 

Hughes   
 

Nolan 
 

 
 

Scorsese 
 

 
 

Tarantino   
 

 

1. Be sure you turn in the informational slide (info on today’s date on class website) before the end of class. 

2. You need two daily journal images today.  These will be your LAST daily images.   

 You need two images w/captions for every workday for this film project (except the last workday next Tuesday). 

 Check the calendar on the January Film page to make sure you have images for each day. 

   if you missed any, add them now! – and don’t just add random pics, add pics that speak to your role in the production 

I will make a final check of the daily journal on SUNDAY NIGHT, 8pm (that means, if you need to add anything, you do it before then if 

you want to earn points). 

3. Your film is due by the end of the day on Tuesday (we will watch them in class on Wednesday, so there’s no time to postpone)  

If you are not almost done today – be sure you have plans for completing the film on Tuesday that doesn’t involve just one person 

working/stressing/etc.  (if you want to work on the editing during other classes on Tuesday – let me know, we can make arrangements) 

Contribute by asking what more needs to be done, is there music/sound effects that need to be gotten, browsing through the video 

clips and naming/dating/numbering them for easier access… etc.  

This is a group effort (and a group grade), please make yourself available and project a willingness to do what needs to be done. 

 

4. If you are done, do other schoolwork, if you have none – you will work on your next film assignment. 

http://www.msbacon.com/ibfilm/_2018-2019/JanFilm_slide.pdf
http://www.msbacon.com/ibfilm/_2018-2019/JanFilm_daily_reminder.pdf
http://www.msbacon.com/ibfilm/_2018-2019/JanFilm_cal.pdf
http://www.msbacon.com/ibfilm/_2018-2019/Ideas.docx

